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Abstract
We discuss practical aspects of automating inductive reasoning in the first-order superposition prover
Vampire. We explore solutions for reasoning over inductively defined dataypes; generating, storing and
applying induction schema instances; and directly integrating inductive reasoning into the saturation
reasoning loop of Vampire. Our techniques significantly improve the performance of Vampire despite
the inherent difficulty of automated induction. We expect our exposition to be useful when implementing
induction in saturation-style provers, and to stimulate further discussion and advances in the area.
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1. Introduction

Due to its emerging relevance in program analysis and synthesis, inductive reasoning has
seeped into major automated reasoning systems over the past few years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
complementing seminal efforts in the inductive theorem proving community [8, 9]. Still, a
consensus in the automated reasoning community is yet to be made on which parts of induction
to automate and what to leave to the user.

In this paper we focus on fully automatic methods to efficiently support inductive reasoning in
saturation-based theorem proving, as saturation algorithms [10] provide state-of-the-art solutions
implemented by several modern first-order theorem provers [11, 12, 13]. Most provers limit their
inductive capabilities to term algebras (also known as inductively-defined datatypes) [14, 15],
by relying heavily on case-analysis techniques, such as the AVATAR framework [16] in [5] or
duplicating the current search space in [3]. Others opt for lightweight approaches that introduce
arbitrary induction formulas into the search space and let the saturation algorithm do the rest [4],
thus allowing for induction on integers [17] and more general induction schemas [18]. In this
paper, we describe practical aspects of integrating induction in saturation-based first-order
theorem proving, in particular within the first-order theorem prover Vampire [11].

Example 1. Let us focus on the term algebras of natural numbers and lists. We consider recur-
sive function and predicate definitions over natural numbers and lists as given in Figure 1. We
illustrate our work towards automating induction in saturation using the following conjecture,
stating that reversing a list does not remove elements from it:

∀𝑥, 𝑦.mem(𝑥, 𝑦)→ mem(𝑥, rev(𝑦)), (1)
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app(nil, 𝑧) ≃ 𝑧 (a1)

app(cons(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑧) ≃ cons(𝑥, app(𝑦, 𝑧)) (a2)

rev(nil) ≃ nil (r1)

rev(cons(𝑥, 𝑦)) ≃ app(rev(𝑦), cons(𝑥, nil)) (r2)

¬mem(𝑥, nil) (m1)

¬mem(𝑥, cons(𝑦, 𝑧)) ∨ 𝑥 ≃ 𝑦 ∨ mem(𝑥, 𝑧) (m2)

mem(𝑥, cons(𝑦, 𝑧)) ∨ 𝑥 ̸≃ 𝑦 (m3)

mem(𝑥, cons(𝑦, 𝑧)) ∨ ¬mem(𝑥, 𝑧) (m4)

Figure 1: Axiomatization of the recursive functions app, rev and the recursive predicate mem over the
term algebra of lists; here, nil and cons denote list constructors.

where 𝑥 is a natural number and 𝑦 is a list. Saturation-based first-order provers establish validity
of (1) by showing the unsatisfiability of its negation. Following this method, after converting
the negation of (1) into clause normal form, we are left with the following two clauses:

mem(𝜎0, 𝜎1) (2)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(𝜎1)) (3)

where 𝜎0, 𝜎1 are Skolem constants. Our approach for disproving (2)–(3), or more generally
proving formulas via inductive reasoning, is to perform induction directly in saturation-based
proof search, by using valid induction schemata (such as structural induction). To this end, we
generate valid induction formulas, that is, instances of induction schemata. We further clausify
these induction formulas and add them to the search space. We instantiate the structural
induction schema over lists(︀

𝐹 [nil] ∧ ∀𝑦, 𝑧.(𝐹 [𝑧]→ 𝐹 [cons(𝑦, 𝑧)])
)︀
→ ∀𝑥.𝐹 [𝑥]

with the negation of clauses (2)–(3) over the term 𝜎1 to obtain the induction formula⎛⎝ (︀
¬mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(nil))

)︀
∧

∀𝑦, 𝑧.
(︂ (︀

¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑧) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑧))
)︀
→(︀

¬mem(𝜎0, cons(𝑦, 𝑧)) ∨ mem(𝜎9, rev(cons(𝑦, 𝑧))))
)︀)︂

⎞⎠→ ∀𝑥.
⎛⎝ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥)

∨
mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥))

⎞⎠ (4)

We further clausify the induction formula (4) to obtain the following six clauses:

mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ mem(𝜎0, cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.1)

mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝜎2) ∨ mem(𝜎1, rev(𝜎2)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.2)

mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, rev(cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2))) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.3)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(nil)) ∨ mem(𝜎0, cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.4)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(nil)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝜎2) ∨ mem(𝜎1, rev(𝜎2)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.5)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(nil)) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, rev(cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2))) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) (4.6)

We call the clauses (4.1)–(4.6), and in general clauses stemming from clausifying induction
formulas, the induction clauses of these formulas. Notice that the non-ground literals of each
clause stem from the conclusion of formula (4) — we refer to these non-ground literals as the
conclusion literals of these clauses or of the formula (4) — while the ground literals come from
the antecedent of (4). An induction formula 𝐹 is applied on a clause set 𝒞, or alternatively
speaking 𝒞 is inducted upon, when a sequence of binary resolutions is performed between the



induction clauses of 𝐹 and clauses of 𝒞 such that the conclusion literals are resolved. We say
we induct on a term 𝑡 in a clause set 𝒞 with induction formula 𝐹 when, during the application
of 𝐹 on 𝒞, the variable in the conclusion literals is bound to 𝑡. In Section 3, we explore solutions
on how to generate and apply induction formulas in saturation.

The refutation of clauses (4.1)–(4.6) with clauses (2) and (3) goes as follows. We eliminate
the conclusion literals of (4.1)–(4.6) by applying formula (4) on them, i.e. by binary resolving
the six clauses first with (2), then with (3). Then, using the axioms given in Figure 1 within
standard superposition rules, we obtain the following clauses:

𝜎0 ≃ 𝜎3 ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝜎2)) (5)

¬mem(𝜎0, app(rev(𝜎2), cons(𝜎3, nil))) (6)

First, a nested induction with the same structural induction schema of lists on the term rev(𝜎2)
in clauses (5)–(6) is performed, then using standard superposition rules we get the clause:

¬mem(𝜎0, app(rev(𝜎2), cons(𝜎0, nil)))

One more nested induction on the term rev(𝜎2) in this clause results in a refutation.

Example 1 showcases two main ingredients towards automating induction in saturation-based
theorem proving: generating induction formulas/clauses and using them further in saturation.
In this paper, we address these ingredients of automating induction and present practical aspects
related to applying induction formulas/clauses in saturation. First, should we add induction
clauses to the search space, at the costs of rapidly increasing our search space? If not, what
inferences should we perform so that we do not lose “good" induction clauses? We present
our solutions answering these two questions in Section 3. Another interesting line of work
towards efficient induction in saturation comes with reusing induction formulas/clauses. To
this end, a natural question arises: should we store induction formulas/clauses and query them
when needed, or is it better to generate induction formulas/clauses on-demand? In Section 4
we address these questions by storing induction clauses efficiently during saturation. We also
discuss more general techniques that may be integrated easily into any saturation-based theorem
prover, and then focus on specialized techniques for the AVATAR architecture in Section 5. Our
experiments in Section 6 showcase the practical benefits of our work.

2. Preliminaries

We briefly introduce saturation-based proof search, and refer to [11] for more details. First-order
theorem provers typically work with clauses, rather than with arbitrary first-order formulas.
Given a set of assumptions 𝐴1, ..., 𝐴𝑛 and a conjecture 𝐺, to check validity of 𝐴1, ..., 𝐴1 |= 𝐺,
the set {𝐴1, ..., 𝐴𝑛,¬𝐺} is transformed into an equisatisfiable set of clauses 𝒞 (i.e. computing
clausal normal forms via clausification). A first-order prover then saturates 𝒞 by computing
all logical consequences of 𝒞 with respect to a sound inference system ℐ . The resulting set is
called the closure of 𝒞 and the process of computing the closure of 𝒞 is called saturation. If the
closure of 𝒞 contains the empty clause □, the original set 𝒞 of clauses is unsatisfiable and thus
𝐺 follows from 𝐴1, ..., 𝐴𝑛. A simplified saturation algorithm for a sound inference system ℐ



Algorithm 1 A Simplified Saturation Loop.
1 𝒫 := 𝒞,𝒜 := ∅
2 repeat
3 if 𝒫 = ∅ then return 𝒞 is SAT
4 𝐶 := select(𝒫) /* select and activate
5 𝒫 := 𝒫 ∖ 𝐶,𝒜 := 𝒜 ∪ {𝐶} clause 𝐶 from 𝒫 */
6 {𝐶1, . . . , 𝐶𝑛} := derive(𝐶,𝒜, ℐ) /* derive consequences of 𝐶
7 𝒫 := 𝒫 ∪ {𝐶1, . . . , 𝐶𝑛} w.r.t. ℐ and 𝒜, put them into 𝒫 */
8 if □ ∈ 𝒫 then return 𝒞 is UNSAT

is given in Algorithm 1, with a set of input clauses 𝒞. We call the clause sets 𝒜 the active set
and 𝒫 the passive set. Further, we refer to a clause from 𝒜 as an active clause; similarly, clauses
from 𝒫 are passive clauses. One of the most common inference systems for first-order logic with
equality is the superposition calculus [10]; many saturation provers [11, 12, 13] implement this
calculus as ℐ in Algorithm 1. Completeness and efficiency of saturation-based reasoning rely
heavily on properties of selecting clauses from 𝒫 and adding them to 𝒜. A related notion is
redundancy of clauses, which allows simplifications and deletions to eliminate redundant clauses
without loss of completeness.

The AVATAR framework for first-order reasoning. The AVATAR architecture [16] is a
splitting framework that combines first-order theorem proving with SAT solving. In a nutshell,
the first-order prover handles proof search in AVATAR, whereas the SAT solver tracks splitting
decisions and refutations at the boolean structure of clauses. An A-clause 𝐶 ← 𝐴 consists of a
first-order clause 𝐶 and a conjunction of propositional literals (assertions) 𝐴. When AVATAR
encounters a first-order clause 𝐶 , it splits 𝐶 into variable-disjoint components 𝐶 = 𝐶1∨ ...∨𝐶𝑛.
Then, a propositional split clause [[𝐶1]] ∨ ... ∨ [[𝐶𝑛]] is passed to the SAT solver, which in
turn computes a model for the propositional clauses it has seen so far. If the solver reports
unsatisfiability, the original problem is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, the clauses 𝐶𝑖 ← [[𝐶𝑖]] are
added to the first-order prover. A-clauses 𝐶 ← 𝐴 are allowed to participate in first-order proof
search as long as 𝐴 is satisfied by the current model. Whenever the first-order prover produces
⊥ ← 𝐴, the conflict clause ¬𝐴 is added to the SAT solver.

3. Applying Induction Formulas in Saturation

A key ingredient in Example 1, and in general in proving inductive properties, is the generation
of inductive formulas, such as (4), using an appropriate induction schema. Yet, in a saturation
loop such as Algorithm 1, induction is not given special attention. All clauses are activated
sequentially, and inferences are applied only over active clauses. In our approach, instances
of induction schemata are first generated when a clause set matching the negation of their
conclusion gets activated. This makes our induction goal oriented, controlling the search space
explosion by only adding already applicable instances of schemata.



Example 2. We now show one possible sequence of derivation steps of Example 1 w.r.t.
saturation in detail. Suppose that clause (2) is activated first. Then, we may only induct on (2),
using induction formulas with a conclusion matching the negation of (2), since (3) is not yet in
𝒜. Therefore, (4) is not generated until (3) is also activated. On the other hand, even if (3) is
eventually activated and (4.1) is derived, note that (3) is not an ancestor of (4.1). However, we
can apply (4.1) on (3) by performing the following binary resolution step:

mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ mem(𝜎0, 𝜎2) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥)) ¬mem(𝜎0, rev(𝜎1))
mem(𝜎0, nil) ∨ mem(𝜎0, 𝜎2) ∨ ¬mem(𝜎0, 𝜎1) (7)

That is, if we do not treat active clauses (4.1) and (3) as ordinary clauses but keep track of their
(inductive) derivation, we could prioritize the above binary resolution step in saturation.

Example 2 shows that the activation and use of induction formulas/clauses in saturation need
a more tailored treatment. In particular, an induction inference may serve as a way of either
adding instances of induction schemata to 𝒫 or adding the application of these instances on the
premises to 𝒫 . To this end, we propose the following two ways/options for applying induction
formulas in saturation.

Addition – We allow induction formulas to participate in any inference with any active clause,
by using induction formulas as new lemmas in proof search. In the case of Example 2, we add
(4.1) to 𝒫 without any further inference. Later, when (4.1) is activated, inference (7) with (3)
may occur. After refuting the antecedent of (4), the derived clauses can be used as lemmas.
Unfortunately, since these lemmas are not part of the initial search space, their use on (2) and
(3) after their addition to 𝒫 can be practically indefinitely delayed.

Resolution – We restrict the use of induction clauses as active clauses, and add only conclusions
of binary resolutions with induction clauses to 𝒫 . In the case of Example 2, we resolve clauses
(3) and (4.1), adding only the conclusion of (7) to 𝒫 . At this point, it also makes sense to perform
an additional binary resolution between (2) and the conclusion of (7), and hence activate the
conclusion of (7), as (2) is already in 𝒜.

It turns out that while allowing induction formulas to interact freely as lemmas (Addition)
blows up the search space in practice, storing and applying them in only restricted ways
(Resolution) requires more book-keeping (Section 4). In fact, we can combine Addition and
Resolution.

Example 3. Using Addition and Resolution in combination for Example 2, we add to 𝒫 the
clause (4.1) together with the result of a binary resolution between the conclusion of (7) and
clause (2). Now suppose the following two clauses get activated (in any order):

mem(𝜎0, app(𝜎0, 𝜎1)), (8)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(app(𝜎0, 𝜎1))) (9)

Note that these two clauses are similar to clauses (2) and (3), except they contain app(𝜎0, 𝜎1)
instead of 𝜎1. Hence, their negation matches the conclusion of induction formula (4) and we can



reuse the induction formula (4) to refute also these two clauses. As (4.1) was added to saturation
through 𝒫 by Addition, the saturation algorithm can perform the application. However, if we
want to avoid the search space explosion emitted by adding free lemmas to the search space,
and only use Resolution, clause (4.1) does not appear in the search space and we must generate
a new induction formula. To overcome the burden of generating new induction formulas that
are identical to (4), we can instead store clauses (4.1)–(4.6) in an index and query these clauses
when the same induction formula (4) is needed (see Section 4).

4. Reusing Induction Formulas in Saturation

As discussed in Example 3, there may be cases where induction formulas can/must be used
multiple times, but generating the same induction formulas repeatedly is inefficient. In our
work, we detect whether an induction formula has already been generated. Additionally, for
Resolution, we store induction formulas to later query them for reuse.

The obvious way to recognize, store and query clauses from induction formulas is to use term
indexing [19]. The idea is to index the conclusion literals, which will be resolved with the literals
inducted upon. Standard term indexing approaches are however not very efficient for induction
in saturation. Many clauses of an induction formula may share conclusion literals, which — upon
indexing — result in an insertion overhead, since these literals could be stored under the same
entry instead of adding them separately. Moreover, we may want to avoid performing some
induction inferences, for example inducting on complex terms like app(𝜎0, 𝜎1) in clauses (8) and
(9); yet, filtering out clauses after they have been queried from induction formulas is inefficient.
When inducting on non-unit clauses, it becomes difficult to identify which induction formulas
have been generated by inspecting only conclusion literals. In order to simplify indexing of
induction formulas even for clause sets, we make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 – Clauses used and queried for induction are ground, reducing the indexing
problem from unification to matching.

Assumption 2 – Induction formulas contain one induction term, thus normalizing conclusion
literals becomes easier.

With the above two assumptions, we can index a set of clauses {𝐶1, ..., 𝐶𝑛} inducted upon with
induction term 𝑡 of sort 𝜏 with the following 𝑘𝑒𝑦 function:

𝑘𝑒𝑦({𝐶1, ..., 𝐶𝑛}, 𝑡) := {𝐶1[𝑡/𝑐𝜏 ], ..., 𝐶𝑛[𝑡/𝑐𝜏 ]} (10)

where 𝑐 is a sort-indexed family of constants. A simple term index then uses the values returned
by this 𝑘𝑒𝑦 function in an associative array, in which each entry contains the induction formulas
with the same conclusions, up to variable renaming.

Example 4. Using the constant 𝑐list for lists, evaluation of the 𝑘𝑒𝑦 function with either
the clause set {(2), (3)} and induction term 𝜎1 or the clause set {(8), (9)} and induction term
app(𝜎0, 𝜎1) results in the same value:

𝑘𝑒𝑦({(2), (3)}, 𝜎1) = 𝑘𝑒𝑦({(8), (9)}, app(𝜎0, 𝜎1)) = {mem(𝜎0, 𝑐list),¬mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑐list))}

Upon querying the index with this value gives the entry with formula (4).



Note that multiple induction formulas with the same conclusions up to variable renaming
may be produced, corresponding, for example, to different well-founded relations. Hence, there
may be multiple induction formulas that are mapped to the same key in the index. An interesting
further direction towards weakening assumptions could come with performing unification
instead of matching (Assumption 1) and implementing variant checking (Assumption 2).

We conclude by noting that the saturation loop of Algorithm 1 eagerly simplifies every
generated clause 𝐶𝑖 with respect to existing clauses before adding 𝐶𝑖 to the passive set 𝒫 . When
using induction clauses, these simplifications are performed after resolving the conclusion
literals and they may be performed as many times as the induction formula is queried. In our
work, we propose to store the induction formulas already simplified and use these simplified
formulas in inferences of the saturation loop. Our experiments in Section 6 show the benefit of
storing simplified induction clauses towards making proof search more efficient.

5. Improved Induction Using AVATAR

An induction clause 𝐿1∨ ...∨𝐿𝑛∨𝐶 , with ground 𝐿𝑖 literals and a non-ground 𝐶 containing the
conclusion literals, can be split into 𝑛+1 components; these components are variable-disjoint as
𝐿𝑖 are ground. Splitting the search space along 𝐿1 ∨ ...∨𝐿𝑛 ∨𝐶 can be done by many different
splitting techniques [20], but this is done especially efficiently in Vampire using AVATAR [16].

Example 5. Continuing from the clausification of formula (4) in Example 1, let us assume that
we add clauses (4.1)–(4.6) to 𝒫 and AVATAR splits them. We name components by propositional
variables and use integers to denote propositional variables. For example, we write 2 for a
positive atom and 2 for its negation. We show below each component with its propositional
variable (left), and also list the corresponding propositional split clauses (right):

1↔ [[mem(𝜎0, nil)]]

2↔ [[mem(𝜎0, 𝜎2)]]

3↔ [[mem(𝜎0, rev(𝜎2))]]

4→ [[mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥))]]

5↔ [[mem(𝜎0, cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2))]]

6↔ [[mem(𝜎0, rev(cons(𝜎3, 𝜎2)))]]

7↔ [[mem(𝜎0, rev(nil))]]

1 ∨ 2 ∨ 3 ∨ 4

1 ∨ 5 ∨ 4

1 ∨ 6 ∨ 4

7 ∨ 2 ∨ 3 ∨ 4

7 ∨ 5 ∨ 4

7 ∨ 6 ∨ 4

The propositional split clauses are passed to the SAT solver, which reports satisfiability with a
model, for example, 1 ∧ 7̄, resulting in the following A-clauses added to 𝒫 :

mem(𝜎0, nil)← 1 (11)

¬mem(𝜎0, rev(nil))← 7 (12)

Upon activation, the A-clause (11) is resolved with the axiom (m1) from Figure 1, and we derive
the A-clause ⊥ ← 1, which adds the conflict clause 1 to the SAT solver. A new model for the
updated propositional split clauses might be 1̄ ∧ 2̄ ∧ 5 ∧ 6̄. As shown here, the base case literal
corresponding to 1 is refuted only once instead of three times in three different clauses.



Some considerations from Sections 3 and 4 are orthogonal to splitting. When using Addition,
saturation handles the splitting of clauses automatically. However, an interesting question is
whether to store induction clauses (that is, using Resolution) after splitting. One advantage of
storing induction clauses after they are split — similarly to storing them simplified — is that
splitting is performed only once, not multiple times. Since only the conclusion components
are used when applying an induction formula to the current premises, only these splitting
components need to be stored in an index and all other components can be pushed into 𝒫 by
AVATAR when needed. In contrast, when conclusion components are queried from the index,
inferences with these components should only be performed if these components are satisfied
in the current SAT model, as displayed by the following example.

Example 6. Using Resolution after splitting clauses (4.1)–(4.6), the current model needs to
be recomputed with the propositional assumption 4 (as in Example 5) to force the conclusion
component. This either results in no model, in which case inferences with induction formula (4)
cannot be performed and the assumption is retracted. Otherwise, a model satisfying 4 yields
the following A-clause:

mem(𝜎0, 𝑥) ∨ mem(𝜎0, rev(𝑥))← 4

After two binary resolutions with e.g. clauses (2) and (3), we obtain the empty A-clause ⊥ ← 4,
yielding the conflict clause 4, and a SAT model for (4.1)–(4.6) is recomputed.

This overhead of recomputing SAT models in AVATAR suggests a hybrid approach: consid-
ering the size of induction clauses with and without splitting, and occasionally not splitting
relatively-small clauses. An additional disadvantage of using AVATAR could be that split com-
ponents are introduced even when an induction application results in only unit clauses, possibly
due to simplifications. We leave further investigation of these issues as future work.

6. Implementation and Experiments

Implementation. We implemented our solutions from Sections 3–5 in Vampire1. Han-
dling AVATAR split clauses turned out to be more challenging than we expected, so due
to the lack of fair comparability, we do now show any results related to Section 5. We ex-
tended Vampire with the new option induction_formula_generation (indfg) to imple-
ment the techniques discussed in Section 3. The indfg option in Vampire has the following
values: add for Addition; resolve for Resolution with the index described in Section 4;
add_resolve for combining Addition and Resolution without an index; and regenerate
to always generate a new induction formula. We also extended Vampire with the new option
simplify_induction_clauses (sic), as in Section 4, to be used only with resolve.

Benchmarks. We evaluated our work using the benchmarks suite UFDTLIA from SMT-LIB
[21] and our DTY inductive benchmark set [22]; both set of examples employ, among others,
structural induction over term algebras.

1https://github.com/vprover/vampire/tree/induction-paar22

https://github.com/vprover/vampire/tree/induction-paar22


Table 1
Experimental results showing solved problems with different indfg settings and sic. Parentheses
indicate uniquely-solved problems within a compared group.
Legend: †: add, ‡: add_resolve, ⋆: resolve, ∘: regenerate,△: sic

Set Total Strategy † ‡ ⋆ ∘ ⋆ ⋆+△

U
FD

TL
IA

327

1

-
i
n
d
f
g

co
m

pa
ri

so
n 143 (1) 142 (0) 171 (0) 173 (2)

-
s
i
c

co
m

pa
ri

so
n

171 (0) 171 (0)
2 151 (1) 153 (0) 190 (2) 188 (0) 190 (0) 190 (0)
3 75 (0) 174 (6) 202 (2) 200 (0) 202 (1) 202 (1)
4 180 (2) 177 (0) 216 (2) 214 (0) 216 (1) 218 (3)

D
TY 3396

1 388 (4) 385 (4) 886 (67) 842 (32) 886 (46) 891 (51)
2 385 (4) 391 (11) 878 (60) 822 (16) 878 (46) 878 (46)
3 902 (17) 899 (15) 769 (42) 722 (18) 769 (35) 763 (29)
4 884 (13) 899 (19) 776 (41) 727 (16) 776 (42) 763 (29)

Experimental setup and results. Our experiments were performed using BenchExec [23],
with a 300s time limit and 16GB memory limit, using four portfolio strategies of Vampire for
structural induction. The strategies are orthogonal to the newly introduced options and are
denoted with numbers 1-4. We measured how each of the indfg option values performed,
with our results being summarized in Table 1. We also measured if enabling sic on top of
resolve impacts performance. Note that with resolve and over 1308 proof attempts on the
set UFDTLIA, the 1.29×108 unique induction formulas generated were applied almost 2.18×108
times, averaging 1.69 applications per induction formula over UFDTLIA examples which can
be the reason that resolve has only a marginal advantage over the naive regenerate in
these benchmarks. This number is only 1.19 for DTY, with over 1.5× 1013 unique induction
formulas, and around 1.78× 1013 applications over 13584 proof attempts. Table 1 shows that
restricted induction in saturation (Resolution) performs in general better (cf. legend ⋆:), while
reusing and simplifying inductive formulas plays an important role (cf. sic option).

7. Conclusion

We implement and experimentally evaluate a number of approaches for inductive reasoning in
Vampire-style saturation. We present possible ways to add consequences of induction schemata
into a saturation loop: experimentally-speaking, it turns out that restricted induction Reso-
lution is the best we have so far developed. Further, we show that, by careful application of
indexing techniques, it is possible to reuse induction formulas to achieve higher performance,
including by storing them already-simplified. Finally, we discuss the interaction of AVATAR,
and clause splitting more generally, with this line of inductive reasoning.
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